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Abstract 
Considered as enablers of seamless application-to-
application integration both within company boundaries 
and on a global scale, Web Services-based SOAs have tra-
ditionally focused on automating service-to-service collab-
oration. However, they have neverfeatured a "face" to hu-
man users. This gap between human users and services still 
prevenís enterpnses from realizing how innovations at the 
SOA front-end help to make people more productive. And, 
ultimately, it hinders the emergence of a real Web of Ser-
vices driven by a global, user-centric SOA. In this paper, 
we revisit the notion of SOA and analyze its major short-
comings with regard to the emergence of a Web of Services 
enhancing user-service interaction and increased service 
usability. We then elabórate on novel, currently emerging 
technologies that facilítate the establishment of the global 
mesh of interoperable user-centric services. A novel plat-
form architecture is presented thatbuilds on all the key tech-
nical enablers. 
1 Introduction 
Web Services have attracted a great deal of interest over 
the last few years as they are expected to act as enablers of 
seamless application-to-application integration both within 
company boundaries and on a global scale. However, Web 
Services-based SOAs mostly exist only within company 
boundaries at present [18], and the global provisión and 
consumption of services over the Internet is still at an early 
stage [9]. They have not yet taken on a significant role in re-
alizing cross-organizational collaboration in the coming In-
ternet of Services (IoS). High technical complexity, imple-
mentation and maintenance costs, inflexibility and the lack 
of widely accepted standards for defining service chore-
ographies, as well as message semantics, have been repeat-
edly identified as key factors that have prevented the emer-
gence of a global mesh of interoperable Web Services that 
could foster enterprise innovation. 
Moreover, with Web Services-based SOAs users could 
be empowered with a truly global mesh of interoperable ser-
vices [17]. This way enterprises could develop an ecosys-
tem of employees, partners, suppliers, and customers col-
laborating to develop capabilities by collectively generat-
ing, sharing, refining and accessing business knowledge and 
processes through the service metaphor in a continuous in-
novation process [4]. This visión could even be further 
expanded as far as the notion of a global, user-centric SOA 
enabling a real Web of Services made up of a global mesh 
of interoperable user-centric services. 
However, Web Services-based SOAs remain focused on 
automating service-to-service (i.e. machine-to-machine) 
collaboration, and they do not feature a "face" to human 
users, as they reside on a merely technical layer. One fur-
ther important shortcoming of existing SOAs is related to 
this gap between human users and services: the lack of a 
SOA front-end to humans still prevents enterprises from re-
alizing how innovations at the SOA front-end help to make 
people more productive. This ultimately hinders the emer-
gence of a Web of Services driven by a global, user-centric 
SOA. 
The lack of next-generation portal platforms allowing 
for intuitive human-guided service interaction, reuse and 
composition thus represents a major stumbling block on the 
path to a global, user-centric SOA. These platforms will 
serve many companies as a foundational starting point for 
SOA, as they represent the SOA front-end and provide the 
essential framework for organizations to give people instant 
access to the right content (information and data from múlti-
ple sources), applications and processes through a seamless 
user experience that enables real-time decisión making and 
execution, as well as ease of interaction and collaboration 
with other people. They also help businesses to easily ex-
tend their SOA environment, foster user-service interaction 
and improve service usability. 
With this in mind, we elabórate in this paper on the syn-
ergies the Web 2.0 and the SOA concepts have with regard 
to the development of a global, user-centric SOA. Web 2.0's 
focus on the inclusión of human beings and the exploitation 
of users' collective intelligence is considered a key enrich-
ment of the existing SOA concept and is therefore expected 
to act as an enabler of a global mesh of interoperable ser-
vices. The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. 
First of all we revisit the notion of SOA and analyze its ma-
jor shortcomings with regard to the emergence of a global 
user-centric SOA (section 2). Also, we elabórate on novel, 
currently emerging Web 2.0 technologies that facilítate the 
establishment of a global mesh of interoperable services and 
shift the roles and characteristics of resource consumers, 
providers and intermediarles considerably, and present a 
generic model of a global user-centric SOA based on the 
synergies the two concepts (Web 2.0 and SOA) have (sec-
tion 3). We then present a novel platform architecture that 
builds on all the key technical enablers and has the potential 
to drive the development of the above Web of Services (sec-
tion 4). Existing prototypes of this platform are then shown 
as a proof of concept (Section 5). Section 6 presents other 
related work. Finally, a later section concludes this paper 
and presents a brief outlook on future work. 
2 Web Services-based SOAs and their short-
comings on the road towards a real Web of 
Services 
Nowadays, IT and Internet evolution has stated that ser-
vices should be more easily deployed by providers, as well 
as accessed and managed by end users than traditional pack-
aged software [9]. Therefore, services must be accessi-
ble for all users (not only enterprise stakeholders), because 
these services should replace a previous wide range of en-
terprise software [9], [17]. 
Therefore, e-services should support common daily pro-
cesses (both business processes carried out by companies 
and processes conducted by individuáis or groups in their 
daily life) at any time, as flexibly and dynamically as possi-
ble. 
Business users will see the tools supporting their daily 
work replacedby composite applications based on Web ser-
vices, that are not well enough tailored to users and their 
daily processes. If these users were at liberty to créate their 
own flexible management tools to support their routine op-
erations, this would encourage business innovation. If they 
were able to créate their own tools from friendly interfaces, 
they would put substantial innate knowledge of the business 
into their construction, and this would encourage business 
innovation and development. 
Obviously, SOA, as it was originally conceived [1], rep-
resents an architecture focused fundamentally on a B2B 
context [10] and weak for B2C problems, since it does not 
offer the best prospects for dealing with user-service inter-
action. We can tackle its shortcomings from three different 
perspectives: 
1. SOA's aim: Conventional SOAs merely aim at facili-
tating seamless machine-machine collaboration. SOA 
deployments are very abstract and invisible to users. 
Its customers of choice are médium-sized or larger cor-
porations instead of normal end users along the long 
tail [2] of Internet. Therefore, with SOA, normal 
Internet users with little IT expertise have not been 
able to easily retrieve and use services because services 
mostly reside within company boundaries and are only 
accessed for professional use in a corporate context. 
2. SOA's technology: Apart from SOA's aims, this ar-
chitecture relies on a set of complex standards that 
are not user friendly. As WSDL (as a services de-
scription utility), UDDI (as support for the repository 
of these services), BPEL (as a composition and inte-
gration tool) and SOAP (as an access protocol) are 
the most widespread standards used to set up SOAs, 
they are not oriented to be readable or understandable 
for end-users. Because of high SOA's inherent tech-
nical complexity, there needs to be one or more ex-
pert players within the valué chain to build and pro-
vide solutions for their customers. In contrast to this 
one-to-many valué chain model of numerous SOA use 
cases (where one expert serves many clients), new 
valué chains should began to be mostly loosely cou-
pled (many-to-many) networks of self-managed self-
sufficient users who can offer and consume resources 
via the Web. 
3. SOA's government: Finally, SOAs are subject to 
clearly defined regulatory frameworks since they 
mostly exist in the corporate context. The design, pro-
visión, maintenance, and coupling of services must be 
compliant with legal frameworks. Therefore, they do 
not allow for the flexibility that the described new user-
services interaction model appears to need. 
3 Emerging Technologies and Design Princi-
pies enabling the Web of Services 
In the following we elabórate on identified synergies the 
Web 2.0 and the SOA concepts have with regard to the de-
velopment of a global, user-centric SOA, and describe the 
technological paradigms and novel design principies that 
we have identified as key enablers for the establishment of 
a Web of Services. We then present a generic model of a 
global user-centric SOA. 
In general, the Web 2.0 and SOA philosophies serve dif-
ferent user needs and exhibit differences with respect to the 
design of technologies used in real-world applications. 
Web 2.0 refers to a perceived second generation of 
web-based communities and hosted services (such as 
social-networking sites, wikis, blogs, resources and folk-
sonomies). They aim to mutually maximize collective intel-
ligence and added valué for each participant by formalized 
and dynamic information sharing and creation [8], facili-
tating collaboration and sharing between users. The later 
constitutes the Internet's new core as opposed to oíd core: 
data. 
Recently, however, numerous novel use cases demón-
strate the great potential of combining the technologies and 
principies of Web 2.0 and SOA [3]. One major example of 
the convergence of the two philosophies is the emergence 
of a possible user-centric SOA [18], which could enable 
a real Web of Services visión as described in the previous 
sections. The general approach is to consider Web acces-
sible resources that can be registered in platforms and thus 
discovered, tagged (to collect user ratings and provide for 
folksonomies), and also mashed up (composed and inter-
linked with the aim of designing new resources) as per user 
requirements [14]. 
Focusing this approach a little, user-centric SOA Solu-
tions should deliver a mash-up enabled infrastructure to 
help businesses share and collaborate with the business 
ecosystem and partners instantly. In doing so, user-centric 
SOA ideas lead to a mash-up oriented lightweight program-
ming model as the means for end users to collaborate in 
solving an immediate, specific business problem by blend-
ing externalities with prívate business content and services 
[17]. In terms of both the ICT technology and the cultural 
aspects involved in implementing this enterprise collabora-
tion paradigm shift, the way services are discovered, used 
and managed by end users is fundamental. In this respect, 
user-service interaction must embrace a number of princi-
pies to ensure the widest acceptance by end users [15]. 
The most important points we have identified when study-
ing several user-centric SOA cases are: 
1. End users mustfeelfully empowered and able to serve 
themselves from available resources that provide them 
with access to the content and services that they can 
use to set up their own personalized operating environ-
ment in a highly flexible and dynamic way. 
2. Active user participation must be enabled. End users 
must be able to contribute new and improved versions 
of resources, as well as share further knowledge about 
these resources, their use, and their interrelationships. 
3. Community-based collaborations need to be fostered. 
The introduction of a share, reuse and assembly cul-
ture of collaboration will boost and speed up this pro-
cess thanks to a network effect. 
In addition to these principies, the creation of a sustainable 
business ecosystem for all actors (including each enterprise 
end user) in the service valué chain also becomes a funda-
mental principie to comply with. This requires defining the 
ICT technologies that will effectively support the concept 
of a marketplace where trustworthy, innovative and flexible 
business models can be implemented involving both back-
end providers, who publish resources (content or applica-
tion services), as well as brokers/aggregators, who finally 
make these resources available to end users/consumers. 
As a consequence of these principies, users get involved 
in software development and foster its innovation processes. 
Business users will benefit from the availability of tailor-
made ad-hoc applications that enhance their daily processes 
[4]. 
Bearing these principies in mind, we now present a 
generic model of a user-centric SOA. First, we investígate 
the new roles of providers and consumers of Web-based 
resources (e.g. Web services) and intermediaries (referred 
to as registries in the traditional SOA context) that are ex-
pected to prevail in such a next-generation Web of Services. 
Second, we elabórate on the underlying key technological 
paradigms that will effectively support the concepts of a 
user-centric SOA. 
3.1 N e w stakeholders, a new kind of in-
termediaries 
New kinds of stakeholders will be crucial for the suc-
cessful emergence and widespread acceptance of the envi-
sioned global user-centric SOA realizing the idea of an IoS, 
as a huge inter-enterprise service-bus. Rich functionality 
and information services rather than mere information on 
isolated Websites are expected to be available. The read-
ily existing Web Services stack foresees publicly available 
service registries [11]. 
Based on the UDDI standard, platform-independent, 
XML-based registries can be set up to allow resource 
providers worldwide to list the services they provide via the 
Web. 
However, the UDDI standard targets technical experts 
and only specifies very limited functionality (organized as 
white, yellow and green pages). Merely UDDI-based reg-
istries are inadequate to serve the many ordinary Internet 
users who require intuitive, human-readable interfaces to 
identify, rate and finally intégrate existing services into their 
applications. Novel forms of intermediaries [5] are now 
about to emerge that offer richer resource registry function-
ality and extend the role of the traditional UDDI-based im-
plementations. They do not only contain references to ser-
vices, but also offer statistics about resource performance 
or information about ratings by previous users. The typical 
resource discovery and utilization process is therefore dif-
ferent from the one common in UDDI-based deployments 
[13]. The new catalogue sets out the knowledge avail-
able within the company for composing resources (includ-
ing composed services and mash-ups) in a graphical and 
usable fashion. 
Potential consumers may then access the intermediary's 
Website and search for adequate resources receiving ubiq-
uitous recommendations. 
In a future Web of Services, Web-based resources will 
be consumed by both the long tail of prívate users and en-
terprises who consume business services. Especially in the 
professional context, the Internet as of today is mostly only 
used to gather information, but not to seek and electron-
ically consume mission-critical business services. Due to 
advancements in the underlying technology and the emer-
gence of novel applications (which we will introduce be-
low), companies will be able to interconnect their business 
functionality and automate information exchange with sup-
pliers and customers in order to improve their productivity, 
the quality of their products and to allow for flexibility with 
regard to changing external requirements. 
3.2 K e y t e c h n o l o g i c a l p r i n c i p i e s 
3.2.1 Unifled Access to Services through RESTful re-
sources 
As a first technological enabler of a user-centric SOA, ac-
cess to services shall be implemented through resources 
that comply with the Representational State Transfer 
(REST) architectural style [6]. A resource can be consid-
ered as a simple component that owns an URI (Uniform 
Resource Identifier). The URI that identifies the content or 
service it represents and responds to the basic http verbs (i.e. 
get, post, put, and delete), thus wrapping the access to that 
content or service via a uniform interface. 
Embracing the REST paradigm implies incorporating 
the principies of complexity-hiding and uniformity, since it 
significantly reduces programming efforts and forces both 
clients and resources to adhere to a common set of sup-
ported operations and interface descriptions. In a REST-
based SOA, resources and clients exchange resource repre-
sentations (pre-negotiated data formats) in self-descriptive 
messages, as part of their interactions through a uniform in-
terface. Because REST targets distributed hypermedia sys-
tems, representations also normally contain identifiers for 
other resources. This way applications can use the identi-
fiers to navigate among related resources (within a service), 
thus changing (transferring) state. This uniform interface 
constraint is highly advantageous compared to traditional 
SOA. For a client to correctly interact with a conventional 
Web Service, he or she must understand the specifics of that 
service's interface contract not only for its operations but 
also for the data exchanged as part of operation invocations. 
But for a user to invoke a REST service, all he or she needs 
to understand is the service's specific data contract, because 
the operations are uniform for all services. 
Some resources are designed to deal with presentation 
functions, i.e. in response to an http request, they produce 
output using a data format that can be directly integrated 
at the user interface level (e.g., they can produce data in 
a markup language that can be processed and rendered by 
browsers, using XUL). Others are designed to just produce 
data that can be processed by other resources, and enable 
their remix and assembly. 
Ultimately, this means that resources are a standard 
means to offer a uniform front that end users can "see and 
touch". The conception of contents and services as re-
sources adds a lot to the idea underlying traditional mash-
ups (hybrid Web applications or services composed of con-
tents and services from a range of disperse sources), as it 
provides uniform access to them all. 
From this viewpoint, mash-ups can be created by com-
posing and interconnecting different resources with a uni-
form interface, without having to remix data, code or low-
level services [3]. Therefore, the use of this resource ab-
straction leads to a real paradigm shift driven by a fully 
functional data modeling. 
We propose the following classification of resources: 
1. Data sources feeding the mash-up application 
2. Operators transforming the data sources 
3. Gadgets, which are responsible for providing graphics, 
and simple and efficient user interaction mechanisms. 
3.2.2 Mash-up platforms as a user-oriented service in-
tegration enabler 
Mash-up platforms are considered as a further key tech-
nological enabler of a user-centric SOA. "Mash-up is a 
Web-based resource, be it content or application function-
ality, which has been created through reuse and composi-
tion of two or more different resources" [17]. Novel plat-
forms ("mash-up platforms") are currently about to emerge 
that empower users to loosely couple readily available re-
sources, to enrich and compose them into a novel resource, 
which may eventually be made publicly available again. As 
a result, meshes of different Web-based resources emerge. 
These meshes can be considered rather ungoverned since 
there is no central control entity imposing formal guide-
lines for reuse and syndication. The possibility of, on the 
one hand, actively contributing and gaining a reputation by 
publishing resources and, on the other, harnessing the ag-
gregated knowledge and intelligence of all platform partici-
pants are the core benefits for users. 
This new principie of user-driven application design has 
also been discussed repeatedly in many articles and compa-
nies: content-driven mash-up-oriented programming (also 
referred to as situational programming or instant program-
ming) is a new agüe application development paradigm in 
which users who do not have previous coding skills but 
do have extensive domain expertise visually assemble and 
combine off-the-shelf gadgets, i.e. discrete self-contained 
domain data-oriented components with both development 
(service and data binding and interconnection) and runtime 
rendering capabilities [19]. These gadgets represent the ba-
sic building blocks for users to use to assemble new services 
(e.g., SOAP or REST-based lightweight Web Services), data 
sources (e.g., Atom/RSS feeds) and other gadgets, and ren-
der them as necessary to develop the application they need 
in a very short period of time. The kind of hybrid appli-
cation that results from applying this new paradigm is often 
called EnterpriseMash-up. Companies are trying to capital-
ize on these technologies to construct software and services 
for relatively short-lived, quick-to-build applications, as is 
shown in the following section. 
The main element of an Enterprise Mash-up is the gad-
get or graphical human interaction resource. An Enterprise 
Mash-up then is composed of one or more sepárate gadgets 
that behave consistently in the mash-up setting as if they 
were one strongly cohesive interface [19]. Each gadget 
will normally be connected to a number of data process-
ing strings or pipes. The execution of these strings or pipes 
provides the first data needed to update part of or the en-
tire interface that will drive user interaction. This personal-
izes the application's up-front workflow. From the software 
viewpoint, the execution of a pipe sequence from the user 
level defines the order of execution of the different business 
systems that support the business (workflows, BPMs, Web 
Services, etc). The resources act as a gateway to these busi-
ness systems. Therefore, the availability of an expressive 
pipes definition language, like Yahoo! Pipes, is a key ele-
ment for systems developed according to this architecture. 
3.2.3 Resource Composition through Wiring and Pip-
ing 
Besides resource-orientation and the idea of graphical 
mash-up platforms as integration enablers, two concepts, 
wiring and piping of resources, together represent another 
important driver to support user creation, innovation and 
collaboration in a user-centric SOA. When creating a mash-
up, users need to visually compose resources and resolve 
their interdependencies from two different perspectives. On 
the one hand, they intégrate a number of heterogeneous re-
sources defining composed processing data chains/graphs 
by concatenating successive resources (data sources and op-
erators). This procedure is called piping composition (in 
reference to the UNIX shell pipelineconcepl). On the other 
hand, they need to define data flows and interdependen-
cies among gadgets to achieve an interconnected graphical 
mash-up solution able to solve complex functional require-
ments like a traditional desktop application does. This is 
called wiring communication. 
The creation of a pipe involves an a priori unknown num-
ber of resources, with a highly variable number of inputs 
and outputs. However, any resource responds to http (uni-
form interface) invocations, returning results in XML for-
mat. Therefore, it is easy to chain resources so that the 
output of one resource directly feeds the input of another. 
Thanks to this, business systems interaction can be eas-
ily modeled by the transformation and validation phases of 
any XML data type (input and output), resulting in oper-
ator resources (e.g. XSL transformations). Gadgets need 
to communicate their state to other gadgets inside a spe-
cific mash-up to allow the definition of data flows. The 
definition of these data links should be developed based on 
solutions that ensure loóse coupling like blackboards, pub-
lish/subscribe or notification event schemes. This way, flex-
ible data dependencies can be defined. The combination of 
visual mash-up interfaces and technologies enabling piping 
and wiring components that are uniformly encapsulated as 
resources is an approach that brings to fruition the combina-
tion of Web 2.0 and traditional SOA concepts. Components 
can be orchestrated in a loosely coupled fashion, without 
requiring any programming effort and allowing the long tail 
of users to build their own applications 
3.2.4 Service composition through wire framing 
A new technological Internet trend is for users to be able to 
manage Web-services as visual elements or gadgets, that is, 
interface controls that manage one or more services and/or 
resources. These gadgets can be simple or complex, de-
pending on size. 
Users can interconnect existing simple gadgets with each 
other to créate more and more complex Web services and 
their APIs, taking up the idea of storyboard-driven creation 
and exploiting the power of semantics in the back-end sys-
tems. Therefore, users have to deal with just APIs and inter-
faces, like traditional frames or window dialogues, and in-
terconnect them to créate complex graphic use cases instead 
of using a complex B2B-oriented BPEL-based integration. 
This visual scheme will be mapped later to services and re-
mote components to créate an integrated application in a 
more flexible and remixable way than a traditional BPEL 
orchestration.The formal and complex BPEL-based compo-
sition used for integration in SOA is now replaced by the 
Figure 1. Cataloguing Resources 
user-centric techniques of mash-up and wire framing that 
will boost business innovation as never before. 
Applying semantics to this new design and develop-
ment approach (top-down and user-oriented) would help to 
bridge the gap between the technical visión of back-end re-
sources and theuser functional visión of the front-end [19]. 
For this purpose, several platforms are beginning to manage 
complex stateful gadgets and define a complex workflow 
with a lot of detours from the main branch usually have to 
deal with human interaction. 
3.2.5 Fostering service innovation and global sharing 
through Web2.0-based service catalogues 
If ungoverned and unsorted, the huge number of resources 
that are envisioned to be available in a user-centric SOA will 
become unmanageable and thus useless for Internet users. 
Dedicated catalogues will be required to provide naviga-
tion services for users and help them to find out which re-
sources they need to créate the mash-ups they want. We 
propose to address this need by providing a user-generated, 
"living" catalogue of resources founded on the Web 2.0 vi-
sión for user co-production and harnessing of collective in-
telligence (see Fig. 1). This would provide users with a 
collaborative semantic Wiki, and tagging and searching-by-
recommendation capabilities for editing, remixing and lo-
cating resources of their interest. The catalogue sets out the 
knowledge available within a certain community for com-
posing resources in a graphical and intuitive fashion [7]. 
The catalogue manages two types of knowledge: (i) a 
collective pool of resources with capabilities for cloning, 
modifying and publishing new resources, and (ii) a list of 
resources with the business processes they support. The 
catalogue allows users to créate complex mash-up solutions 
by just looking for (or being recommended) "pre-cooked" 
or off-the-shelf resources and customizing these resources 
to suit their personal needs, interconnecting resources, and 
integrating the outcome in their user workspace. "Folk-
sonomies" of user-created tags will emerge, grow as users 
add information over time and act as important facilitators 
of a user-centric SOA. 
Earlier approaches to service discovery and description 
like UDDI are not adequate to support human beings in 
easy resource retrieval and evaluation. By contrast, the ex-
ploitation of collective intelligence and user-driven resource 
categorization is beneficial for users [16]. From an enter-
prise viewpoint, catalogue accessibility and ease of use en-
courages all users to continuously improve their operating 
or desktop environments, taking advantage of the business 
knowledge generated from colleagues' viewpoints. 
3.2.6 Combination in an Enterprise Mash-up Platform 
Architecture 
After elaborating on the shortcomings of traditional SOAs, 
presenting general technological enablers of a user-centric 
SOA and examining the change in key SOA principies, 
this section will present the architecture of a definite pos-
sible platform solution based on an enterprise mash-up 
workflow-oriented enabler that empower its users to co-
produce and share instant applications, i.e. applications 
based on composition rather than programming. This plat-
form architecture has been built adhering to the design prin-
cipies and technologies explained above as an integral solu-
tion stretching from users to final services. 
The main challenge is to créate a new visual program-
ming environment that will facilítate the development of 
complex front-end gadgets, involving execution of rela-
tively complex business processes that rely on traditional 
back-end semantic Web services. The approach adopted 
should be user-centric rather than program-centric. Instead 
of first building programs that orchestrate available seman-
tic Web services and then trying to figure out how to imple-
ment interaction with the users at given points of the process 
execution flow, programmers will start from the front-end 
gadgets that the user will see and interact with and then vi-
sually establish the connection to back-end Web services by 
tracing back process execution flows, if necessary. To visu-
ally establish this connection, programmers could take an 
approach similar to the visualization of UML sequence di-
agrams. In this approach, programmers will visually man-
age and connect front-end gadgets, screen-flow resources 
and back-end services and overeóme the limitations of cur-
rent business process engine approaches (based on the tra-
ditional SOA visión). 
Note that the programming tool to use in this solution 
should be conceived as a tool that is compatible with exist-
ing and future mash-up platforms. Its goal is not to develop 
the gadget mash-up platform. It is a tool that should en-
able the development of mash-upable gadgets that rely on 
screen-flow resources and semantic Web services stored in 
a catalogue. 
Clearly, this particular solution is a subset of a GLOBAL 
user-centric SOA, specified around the creation of software 
based on screen-flows and work-flows that end users could 
establish via a catalogue of existing semantic web services. 
Therefore, users can manage Web services, enterprise 
boundaries and company legacy as gadgets as shown in Fig. 
2. 
The enterprise back-end must be "RESTified" to present 
a uniform interface to standardize disperse heterogeneous 
data, services and sources. These resources can be tagged 
by users to acquire the business knowledge present in the 
collective intelligence generated by users handling the re-
sources. At a higher level in the Global SOA user actions 
stack, the resources published in semantic catalogues can 
be discovered/ recommended by users. 
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Figure 2. User-centered SOA solution stack 
Users then can interconnect existing resources with each 
other to créate increasingly complex web services and their 
APIs, taking up the idea of resources composition based on 
storyboard-drive creation. End users can then exploit this 
complex of creations to achieve enormous improvements 
in their daily work and innóvate by creating/remixing their 
own business tools. 
The power of semantics in the back-end systems is 
clearly quite astonishing. It is expected that applying se-
mantics to this new, top-down and user-oriented design and 
development approach would help to bridge the gap be-
tween the back-end technological view and the front-end 
user view. For this purpose, this solution should créate all 
the mechanisms and tools for proper definition and devel-
opment of complex gadgets following the current gadget-
driven user interface trend. 
Therefore, the bases for the proper conceptualization of 
complex gadgets need to be defined from a semantic point 
of view but this time with a disruptive approach to concep-
tualize them to the full extent that allows us to semantically 
compose the functionality provided by the back-end and de-
liver it to the front-end in a user-oriented way. Building the 
semantic conceptualization of the logic flow into the gadget 
itself will relax the strictness of orchestration languages like 
BPEL. 
On the other hand, this solution is concerned with 
narrowing the gap between the end user and the Seman-
tic Web. Nowadays, the Semantic Web is mainly concerned 
with attaching semantics to data and functionality. 
Probably the most interesting contribution to date in the 
Semantic Web área is semantic Web services. Semantic 
Web services define the mechanisms for enriching Web ser-
vices with semantics, enabling the automation of the dis-
covery, composition, orchestration, enactment and manage-
ment of Web services. In this sense, it would be interesting 
to complete the life cycle of semantic Web services by lay-
ing the foundations for proper interaction between semantic 
Web services and the end user of those services. Figure 3 
illustrates the general logical approach proposed in this so-
lution. 
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Figure 3. Logical layers in the proposed ap-
proach 
Based on these ideas, we are considering software devel-
opment from a top-down perspective as opposed to the con-
ventional bottom-up approach. In this new approach users 
will play a leading role and the applications will automat-
ically adapt to their data and functionality requirements. 
This new top-down scheme can be summarized as follows: 
1. The end user or consumer identifies a need or series of 
needs in the form of data to be displayed and function-
ality to be offered. These users will créate their own 
solutions based on the ideas of mash-up and freewheel-
ing wire framing of complex resources and APIs in a 
do-it-yourself (DIY) business process. This complex 
of resources has been composed in turn from REST 
resources by users via a piping and wiring composi-
tion of simple resources or by remixing/fixing existing 
resources. REST resources are a front-end to enter-
prise legacy, traditional web services, data in enterprise 
boundaries, etc., resulting from a "RESTify" process 
carried out by enterprises themselves. 
2. Users only have to search the gadget registry to find a 
gadget (or part of one) that meets their needs or more 
than one gadget that they can put together in a new 
one of their own composition or creation. The result 
of this stage is a gadget conceptualization including all 
the above aspects (user needs satisfied, user capabili-
ties required, interaction models applied, internal logic 
flow, etc.). This way, a semantic enrichment improves 
the whole B2C channel of services. 
3. Users manage their new gadgets and can publish their 
improvements to the gadget registry for future reuse, 
adaptation or specialization. Thanks to this, a knowl-
edge and innovation management is an implicit part of 
the process, fostering user collaboration and collective 
intelligence exploitation. 
4. Alternatively, users could contribute clarifications, in-
novations, bugs, enhancements, comments or simply 
new usages of the components of their mash-ups with-
out actually recomposing, remixing or creating new re-
sources. Increasing the visibility of these business in-
puts and assuring that they rapidly reach the users of 
that collective intelligence is vital for boosting busi-
ness innovation [12]. Therefore, each resource that 
appears in a mash-up should be associated with stan-
dard Web 2.0 communication channels (such as blog-
ging, edition of associated entries in the underlying 
wiki-based catalogue, etc.). This would enable inputs 
to be implemented simply and flexibly without users 
having to create/tailor and publish the solution to be 
able to contribute their expertise and share it with the 
enterprise. This way, existing knowledge can be better 
exploited. 
Note that, taking into account the concepts and technolo-
gies managed by this idea, the contributions will focus on 
the end user without specific background knowledge in se-
mantics, user interfaces, and back-end integration. How-
ever, the user-centric approach supports the rapid develop-
ment and maintenance of applications and information sys-
tems. 
In summary, this solution aims to define a whole new ap-
proach to front-end and back-end integration by developing 
a new visual programming environment. This new environ-
ment will facilítate the development of complex front-end 
gadgets, involving the execution of relatively complex busi-
ness processes that rely on back-end semantic Web services 
and applying the following basic principies: 
• As opposed to front-end-oriented mash-up platforms, 
which are concerned with facilitating retrieval, mash-
ing and utilization of lightweight gadgets, this plat-
form would go a step further and deal with the creation 
rather than the utilization of such lightweight gadgets. 
This can significantly improve programmers' opera-
tional efficiency. 
• Instead of first building programs that orchestrate 
available semantic Web services with BPEL and then 
trying to figure out how to implement interaction with 
the users at given points of the process execution flow, 
users will start from the front-end gadgets they will see 
and interact with, and then visually establish the con-
nection to the back-end Web services tracing back the 
process execution flows, if necessary. The framework 
will visually establish this connection adopting an ap-
proach similar to the visualization of UML sequence 
diagrams. 
• The goal is to build a system that reads the URIs of a 
number of semantic Web services and is automatically 
able to interpret and to visualize possible messaging 
patterns between them for the developer. 
• Instead of implementing a choreography from scratch, 
developers and end users have a visual and efficient 
interface that allows them to orchestrate services ac-
cording to their needs and to créate a gadget on top 
that clearly conveys its functionality to human users. 
4 Use Case: creation of an enterprise mash-
up at Telefónica on the basis of the pro-
posed approach 
As a proof of concept, this section sets out the need for 
a paradigm shift in the user-service interaction paradigm 
by presenting a real world case study based on Operational 
Support Systems (OSS) at Telefónica. This scenario is one 
example of the many solutions that are being developed 
based on novel user-centric SOA-oriented developments. 
This section explains a Telefónica-based mash-up deployed 
on an existing prototype of the EzWeb platform, where a 
service-oriented environment is created by visually attach-
ing different gadgets to each other and to the enterprise 
back-end. This specific enterprise mash-up environment is 
useful for an end user responsible for the task of testing the 
status of all systems used by a customer. In the event of a 
problem in the customer's local telecommunication infras-
tructure, customer geographical location is a big help for 
the technician to prepare the visit to the customer's home. 
Figure 4. Creation of an enterprise mash-up 
on the basis of the proposed platform 
The zoomed screenshot in Figure 4 depicts the simple 
scenario extracted from a Telefónica core OSS, which is 
part of a more general mash-up now deployed at Telefónica 
as a fully operational environment. The mash-up connects 
four gadgets: a list of tasks involving customer requests, a 
customer agenda, a Google map and a network status map. 
A fully functional environment is created by visually attach-
ing these gadgets to each other and to the enterprise back-
end in a wireframing-oriented integration: the agenda gad-
get will display customer details and have a customer/task 
selection option, the network map will represent the se-
lected customer's network status and the Google map gad-
get will display the selected customer's address on a map, 
as a given task of the list is selected. 
It is the end users themselves who develop this "service" 
to meet their own requirements. They do this on the fly 
with the help of mash-up enablers like the one proposed in 
the last section, based on the user-centric approach consid-
ered in this paper. Additionally, these systems help users 
to define and to customize their operational environment, 
thus improving their use of the entire infrastructure of a real 
enterprise system in a collaborative and knowledge-driven 
fashion 
5 Related Work 
Companies are beginning to focus on people as the en-
try point to SOA. Thus they need a means to bridge the 
gap between people and services and come up against 
SOA's traditional shortcomings. Consequently, a number 
of user-centric SOA frameworks are beginning to prolifer-
ate. IBM's solution, named SOA for people, is noteworthy. 
It focuses on a portal framework acting as a SOA front-end 
to maximize people productivity and collaboration. 
IBM claims that "with portal and collaboration software, 
an SOA environment can simplify the way people inter-
act". The increasing interest in this approach is indicative of 
the current importance of user-centric SOA in the business 
world. 
However, IBM's approach focuses on employing par-
ticular Web 2.0-based technologies to deliver a front-end 
to SOA, instead of reconsidering the whole SOA visión 
from a user viewpoint. In this paper all SOA elements, 
ranging from the stakeholders involved in the process to 
the management, creation and composition of new services 
and applications following a user-centric approach based 
on enterprise mash-ups and resource wire-framing are re-
defined, and SOA registries are completely revisited from 
a Web 2.0 perspective. Additionally, IBM's approach only 
considers mash-ups composed of simple gadgets. Our ap-
proach goes a step further and also considers the develop-
ment of complex gadgets based on the storyboard notion 
(an approach used when filming movies, visually identify-
ing the use cases and user needs in the form of a flow of 
abstract Windows, pages or screens). Complex gadgets are 
now composed of gadgets of more than one page/screen and 
help to deal with real-life workflows and business processes. 
This is quite an original approach, and is being developed 
as part of the FAST initiative, a STREP project being par-
tially funded under the 7th Framework Programme of the 
European Commission (DSfFSO-ICT-216048). 
Other mash-up platforms are now proliferating. Google 
IG, Netvibes or Yahoo Pipes are relevant representatives of 
the idea of composing GUIs from simple gadgets. Never-
theless, they are not called to redefine either the traditional 
SOA approach or its frameworks (e.g. they do not allow 
gadget wiring in one and the same GUI and do not consider 
user interaction with services). 
6 Conclusión and Future Trends 
The appearance of user-centric approaches to SOA, such 
as the one proposed in this paper, will be a major step for-
ward, providing solutions to currently hard-to-solve prob-
lems in the traditional SOA paradigm. The emergence of 
such platforms will solve key problems in three different 
scenarios. Large enterprises may capitalize on faster appli-
cation development (for what are known as instant appli-
cations), a more agile system landscape and the empower-
ment of their employees to design their own applications 
that best satisfy their unique requirements, and to share this 
knowledge with other employees better than traditional web 
SOAs. This approach to setting up and managing enterprise 
IT systems will considerably reduce the backlogs that IT de-
partments often have to cope with and increase operational 
flexibility, which is crucial in a world with fierce global 
competition and rapidly changing market demands. It also 
creates an ecosystem for collaboration and co-creation of 
new services with other stakeholders to take advantage of 
a well-known truism, now known as Joy's law, "Innovation 
happens elsewhere". 
On the other hand, Enterprise 2.0 collaboration platforms 
enable SMEs to find, customize, combine, catalogue, share 
and finally use applications that exactly meet their indi-
vidual demands by leveraging the SaaS model, viewed as 
Utopian from a traditional SOA perspective. Supported by 
new Web 2.0-based approaches, they can select and com-
bine services and resources hosted by third parties rather 
than buying a pre-determined, inflexible and potentially 
heavyweight solution or deal with complex B2B services. 
Finally, individuáis benefit from a strongly increased ca-
pability of personalization and participation. The proposed 
approach will provide end users with intuitive, unsophisti-
cated IT ways to discover, remix and use those Web-based 
services that they consider interesting and useful. It will 
also allow them to particípate, swap information with other 
users and service providers and to actively contribute in a 
way that encourages extensive use of the resources offered. 
This speeds up the service innovation pace. Focusing on 
the "long tail" advanced by Chris Anderson rather than a 
limited number of sophisticated experts, a user-centric SOA 
will involve the bulk of private users or small businesses and 
allow for "customer self-service". 
Future work will concéntrate on evolving EzWeb, an 
open source mash-up platform that builds on all the key 
technical enablers described above and on the proposed 
model of global user-centric SOA. It will also concéntrate 
on developing and extending a FAST prototype as proof-
of-concept. We expect them to become a major hub for 
the publishing, brokerage, customization and finally the 
consumption of Web-based resources on a global, cross-
organizational scale [18]. 
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